ARKANSAS CONTRACTORS LICENSING BOARD

vs

W. WHEAT CONSTRUCTION, LLC

ORDER
The Board voted unanimously that W. WHEAT CONSTRUCTION, LLC was in violation for misconduct in the conduct of a contractor's business but did not assess any penalty. W. WHEAT CONSTRUCTION, LLC shall refrain from bidding on or performing work on any projects in the amount of $50,000.00 or more prior to being licensed with the Contractors Licensing Board.

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS

45832 PADS CONCRETE, LLC $700.00
45856 REX UNRUH DBA - IN-CONCRETE ENTERPRISES $1,600.00
6987 H & H CONCRETE COMPANY, LLC $2,400.00
46003 INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION SPECIALISTS, LLC $13,000.00
19989 JACKIE ROBINSON DBA - HELPING HANDS CONSTRUCTION $11,700.00 reduced to $2,000.00 if no further violations of commercial or residential and pay any judgment
36383 MARTY D. WEATHERS $1,500.00
33116 WINDOW WORLD OF LITTLE ROCK, INC $1,100.00
46447 VICTORIA'S GRANITE & MARBLE, LLC $900.00
46448 AMERICAN NATIVE VENTURES, LLC $600.00
46492 MIDDLE AMERICA STEEL SERVICES, INC. $6,800.00
46491 A.R. TRIM ENTERPRISES, INC. $3,000.00
46490 GUSTAVO FLORES DBA - GFG MASONRY $1,100.00
46489 GAS DIVERSIFIED SERVICES, INC. $8,000.00
24586 J.F. AHERN CO. $7,000.00 reduced to $3,500.00 if no further violations for 2 years
46323 VISUAL CANDY RESOURCES INC. $400.00